Generation of Induced Pluripotent Stem Cells from Patients with COL3A1 Mutations and Differentiation to Smooth Muscle Cells for ECM-Surfaceome Analyses.
Use of experimentally derived induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) has led to the development of cell models for differentiation, drug testing and understanding disease pathogenesis. For these models to be informative, reprogrammed cell lines need to be adequately characterized and shown to preserve all of the critical characteristics of pluripotency and differentiation. Here, we report a detailed protocol for the generation of iPSCs from human fibroblasts containing mutations in COL3A1 using a Sendai virus mediated integration-free reprogramming approach. We describe how to characterize the putative iPSCs in vivo and in vitro to ensure potency and differentiation potential. As an example of how these mutations may affect cell surface and extracellular matrix (ECM) interactions, we provide protocols for the differentiation of these cells into smooth muscle cells to illustrate how different cell types may display cell autonomous differences in collagen receptors that may affect their phenotype. These cells, when applied to mechanical model systems (see Chapter 18 by Bose et al.) facilitate an assessment of stiffness and stress-strain relationships useful for understanding how extracellular matrix dysfunction and its interactions with surface proteins contribute to disease processes.